
The Bleeding Edge: A Spine-Tingling Western
Adventure by William Johnstone
Prepare yourself for a heart-pounding adventure that will transport you to
the untamed wilderness of the Old West. In "The Bleeding Edge,"
acclaimed Western author William Johnstone paints a vivid and unforgiving
portrait of a lawless frontier where justice and revenge collide.
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A Frontier of Danger and Redemption

Luke Jensen is a man haunted by his past. Branded an outlaw for a crime
he didn't commit, he roams the desolate plains, seeking redemption and a
chance to clear his name. But the frontier is a treacherous place, where
danger lurks around every corner.

As Luke's path intersects with a ruthless gang of outlaws led by the sadistic
Clay Ballard, he finds himself drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse.
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Ballard, a man consumed by greed and a thirst for blood, will stop at
nothing to eliminate Luke and anyone who stands in his way.

A Quest for Justice

With the help of a loyal band of companions, including the enigmatic
gunslinger Waco and the resourceful tracker Molly, Luke embarks on a
perilous quest for justice. Armed with a Colt .45 and an unwavering
determination, he faces down treacherous outlaws, corrupt lawmen, and
the unforgiving elements.

Along the way, Luke's past demons resurface, threatening to consume him
and derail his mission. But amidst the chaos and bloodshed, he discovers a
glimmer of hope in the form of a young woman named Sarah. Sarah, a
survivor of Ballard's brutality, becomes Luke's ally and provides him with
the strength to confront his fears and pursue his relentless quest for
redemption.

A Gripping Tale of Action and Suspense

"The Bleeding Edge" is a gripping tale that combines the pulse-pounding
action of a Western thriller with the emotional depth of a character-driven
drama. Johnstone's vivid descriptions of the rugged landscape and the
gritty lives of its inhabitants create a visceral experience that will leave
readers on the edge of their seats.

Through Luke's harrowing journey, readers will witness the complexities of
human nature, the devastating consequences of betrayal, and the
unyielding power of hope. The novel's action sequences are explosive and
cinematic, showcasing Johnstone's mastery of suspense and his ability to
create heart-stopping moments.



A Western Legend Unfolds

As Luke and his companions race against time to bring Ballard to justice,
they uncover a web of secrets, betrayals, and a shocking conspiracy that
threatens to tear the frontier apart. With each twist and turn, the stakes rise
higher, and the battle between good and evil reaches its boiling point.

In "The Bleeding Edge," William Johnstone delivers a captivating Western
adventure that will leave you breathless. This is a story of courage,
redemption, and the enduring spirit of those who dare to challenge the
darkness and fight for what is right.

About the Author

William Johnstone is a legendary writer of Western fiction, with over 300
novels to his credit. His books have sold over 20 million copies worldwide
and have been translated into dozens of languages.

Johnstone's novels are known for their authentic portrayal of the Old West,
their fast-paced action, and their memorable characters. He has created
some of the most iconic Western heroes, including Preacher, Smoke
Jensen, and the Mountain Man.

"The Bleeding Edge" is a must-read for fans of Western fiction and anyone
who loves a thrilling adventure. William Johnstone's vivid storytelling and
unforgettable characters will immerse you in a world of danger, redemption,
and the indomitable spirit of the frontier.

Prepare to be captivated by a tale that will leave you breathless and eager
for more. Join Luke Jensen on his quest for justice in "The Bleeding Edge,"



a spine-tingling Western adventure that will haunt your thoughts long after
you finish reading.
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Introduction to Transportation Planning:
Routledge Library Editions
About the Book Transportation planning is the process of developing and
implementing strategies to improve the movement of people and goods.
It is a...
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Zombie Road VII: Tragedies in Time
The Zombie Road series has been thrilling and horrifying gamers for
years, and the latest installment, Zombie Road VII: Tragedies in Time, is
no...
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